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Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment

What is it?What is it?

Thinking criticallyThinking critically

Who you're talking to vs. Who you WANT to be Who you're talking to vs. Who you WANT to be 

talking totalking to

Who are your top 3 prioritized audiences?Who are your top 3 prioritized audiences?

DDifferent audiences require different ifferent audiences require different 

engagementengagement



  

Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment

Why Should I Care?Why Should I Care?

Targeted messaging receives more Targeted messaging receives more 

interactioninteraction

Saves time, effort & potentially moneySaves time, effort & potentially money

Informed engagement = community Informed engagement = community 

investmentinvestment



  

Publishing MatrixPublishing Matrix

What is it?What is it?

A grid that lays out communications channels A grid that lays out communications channels 

& content types with indication on when to & content types with indication on when to 

use which for whatuse which for what

Why Should I Care?Why Should I Care?

Enumerates all of your communications Enumerates all of your communications 

channels and content typeschannels and content types

Enables broader, deeper messagingEnables broader, deeper messaging

Establishes an organizational Establishes an organizational 

communications standardcommunications standard
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Message CalendarMessage Calendar

What is it?What is it?

Linear calendar tracking communications Linear calendar tracking communications 

alongside important dates and other alongside important dates and other 

programmatic workprogrammatic work

A way to build and sustain a narrative rather A way to build and sustain a narrative rather 

than sending out uncoordinated messagesthan sending out uncoordinated messages

An organizational development opportunity :)An organizational development opportunity :)



  

Message CalendarMessage Calendar

Why Should I Care?Why Should I Care?

Allows you to coordinate different campaigns Allows you to coordinate different campaigns 

& communications in tandem& communications in tandem

Saves time, resources Saves time, resources 

Identifies things you can do ahead of timeIdentifies things you can do ahead of time

Ensures consistency without spamEnsures consistency without spam

Drives messaging disciplineDrives messaging discipline
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Tracking & MetricsTracking & Metrics
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Tracking & MetricsTracking & Metrics

What is it?What is it?

Tracking metrics around your measurable Tracking metrics around your measurable 

goalsgoals

Listening to the feedback around your Listening to the feedback around your 

communicationscommunications



  

Tracking & MetricsTracking & Metrics

Why Should I Care?Why Should I Care?

Allows you to see what tools and efforts are Allows you to see what tools and efforts are 

being effectivebeing effective

Boost the winners, cut the losersBoost the winners, cut the losers

Gives you evidence of efficacy for funders, Gives you evidence of efficacy for funders, 

communitycommunity

Tells you who cares about your workTells you who cares about your work
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““Audiences” ExerciseAudiences” Exercise

Find a partnerFind a partner

Someone you don't know!Someone you don't know!

And answer these questions:And answer these questions:

Who are your organization's three primary Who are your organization's three primary 

online audiencesonline audiences

What are their goals in engaging with you What are their goals in engaging with you 

online?online?

What are your goals in engaging them?What are your goals in engaging them?



  

End Of SectionEnd Of Section

►Questions?Questions?
►Comments?Comments?

Thank You!Thank You!
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